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Executive summary 
 

This master’s thesis explores the impact of the EU’s normative framework in the field of 

Cannabis for medicinal purposes (CMP) on the British company GW Pharmaceuticals plc. 

(GWPH). This thesis hypothesises that the EU impacts GWPH’s internationalisation strategy, 

which results in GWPH’s expansion being diversified. To answer the research question and 

confirm or disconfirm the hypothesis, four propositions from the book Differential Europe by 

Héritier et al. (2001) was applied in the countries, the United Kingdom, Denmark and Spain. 

This showed that among the UK, Denmark and Spain, the most inviting normative framework 

was found in Spain as the country allowed research on cannabis for scientific and medical 

purposes before the UK and Denmark. This resulted in GWPH choosing to engage in a 

strategic alliance with a Spanish firm named Almirall. To further strengthen my argument on 

the framework in Spain being the main reason for GWPH to expand to Spain, I applied the 

concept of company specialisation by Richard Lynch (1994) from the book European 

Business strategies. I examined that both Spain and Denmark are specialised countries within 

pharmaceuticals. By comparing Denmark and Spain I was able to eliminate that the main 

motive behind GWPH’s choice to expand to Spain was because the country is specialised. 

This was illustrated by pointing out that Denmark is specialised as well.  

Drawing on this, my hypothesis was confirmed based on two main factors. Firstly, there is no 

clear guideline in the EU on CMP, which means that it is up to each EU member state to 

provide guidelines on CMP. This resulted in limited access to markets. Secondly, Spain had a 

more inviting normative framework and allowed research in the field of CMP before 

Denmark which led to GWPH choosing to expand to Spain and only export to Denmark. 

Although I confirmed the hypothesis, I found another important reason behind GWPH’s 

choice to expand to Spain. The Spanish firm Almirall is focused on research for improving 

medicine for multiple sclerosis. Similarly, GWPH conducts clinical trials for the treatment of 

multiple sclerosis. This affirmed that the common research focus and mutual interests were 

also a motive behind the choice of expansion to Spain.  
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1. Introduction 

Kanab, Kánnabis, and Cannabis describe the scientific name of Cannabis from ancient Greek, 

Persian (etymonline.com, 2019) and Latin (Booth, 2003). Marijuana, Hemp, Pot, Grass, Weed 

and Hashish are all newer names of the Cannabis plant. There are three varieties of the plant; 

Cannabis Sativa, Cannabis Indica and Cannabis Ruderalis. Not only does cannabis have 

different species and many names, it also has many ways of consumption such as burning and 

inhaling the smoke, drinking it as tea or baking the plant for dinner. It does not stop there. The 

plant with many names and many consumption options is also consumed for various purposes 

including for home-grown medical, recreational or spiritual purposes (drugs.com, 2019). The 

different consumption options of the plant and different perspectives of whether its effects 

have medical benefits or not leads to dissension among people and decision-makers. Many 

countries have illegalised the possession, use, and sale of cannabis (edition.cnn.com, 2019). 

New perspectives have changed the old ones as scientists and corporations have brought 

attention to cannabis for medicinal purposes (CMP) with proof of its therapeutic benefits 

(emcdda.europa.eu, 2019). Today, legislation takes the opposite direction. The EU Directive 

2001/83/EEC of 6 November 2001 opened up for magistral and extemporaneous preparations 

of certain cannabinoids (emcdda.europa.eu, 2002). This means that any cannabis-based 

medicine that is placed for sale or distribution on the market in a member state, will have to 

apply for marketing authorisation (MMA). Studies of the CMP have led to many EU member 

states changing notices in legislation to make sure that legislation does not prevent the 

research on CMP. Among these countries are Denmark, the United Kingdom and Spain 

(Gwpharm.co.uk, 2019). This new field of CMP is also reflected in the actions of 

pharmaceutical companies around the world that are investing in the research of CMP 

(investopedia.com, 2019). The UK based company GW Pharmaceuticals plc. (GWPH), 

managed to take the lead and became the company with the first-ever cannabis-based 

prescription medicine which, today, is to be found in many pharmacies around the world 

(Gwpharm.com, 2010). With the new openness towards medicinal cannabis and its benefits, 

countries are adjusting its legislation to it. This marks a new era for the particular variety of 

the plant, Cannabis Sativa. Due to the new and on-going scientific developments in the field 

of CMP, the need for an EU-wide legal term for medical cannabis from the Cannabis Sativa 

plant was set. The European Parliament published a resolution referring to medical cannabis 
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as Cannabis for medicinal purposes (CMP) to distinguish between cannabis-based medicines 

that have received regulatory approval and have undergone clinical trials with unauthorised 

cannabis medicines (europarl.europa.eu, 2019). This is also to avoid ambiguity with terms 

such as medical cannabis that are open to interpretation. The EU-wide term is another step 

acknowledging Cannabis Sativa to have medicinal benefits and can bring EU decision-makers 

closer to provide a legal framework that particular addresses CMP.  

1.1 Problem statement 

This thesis will investigate how the EU’s normative framework in the field of CMP and 

national legislation impacts GWPH’s choice of business strategies, especially given the fact 

that each member state that GWPH operates in has different opinions and legislation on CMP 

(europarl.europa.eu, 2019). This leads to the research question of this master’s thesis: How 

does the EU’s normative framework in the field of Cannabis for medicinal purposes impact 

GWPH Pharmaceuticals plc.’s operations in the UK, Denmark and, Spain? 

My interest in investigating this subject began when I read about GWPH and the fact that its 

cannabis-based product was the first to be approved in the world (Gwpharm.com, 2010). The 

research of CMP is fairly new, which means that there are a limited number of companies 

providing cannabis-based medicines. Therefore, less information is available in dealing with 

companies such as GWPH. For companies in the EU, the single market offers great 

opportunities in terms of stimulating competition and trade, raising quality and improving 

conditions for businesses (ec.europa.eu, 2019). With the creation of the single market, the 

definition of a home market becomes ambiguous (Peng & Meyer, 2011). This ambiguity of 

what defines a home market is a result of common ground rules for all member states. Since 

the field of CMP is fairly new, I find it highly interesting to investigate how this is impacting 

a company, and how important national barriers suddenly become for businesses. As Richard 

Lynch (1994) argues, there are some complex factors in the drug market (Lynch, 1994). He 

further states that ‘’National healthcare schemes are the biggest customers of the drug 

customers, yet provision and regulations differ across the world’’ (Lynch, 1994). This is a 

statement that leads to an interesting investigation. Many business researchers have studied 

the external market, putting a focus on environmental factors such as political, economic, 

social and technological factors when entering a new market. Since it is a rare product that 
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GWPH has to offer, the research question in this thesis focuses mainly on how the EU and 

national policies impact the company to its choice of strategy. How did the company expand 

and what motives are behind the choice of expansion? In this context, I found it interesting to 

combine both a business and a legal perspective to explore how legislation is reflected in 

GWPH’s operations in its home market the UK and in Denmark, and Spain.  

From the beginning, a hypothesis was developed arguing that the EU impacts GWPH’s 

internationalisation strategy, which results in GWPH’s expansion being diversified. 

Although it is not given in the research question, the home market of GWPH will be included 

as much as Denmark and Spain in the analysis. Even though the internationalisation strategy 

cannot be analysed in the UK since it is the home market, it is still important to address the 

normative framework in the UK to be able to compare it with the legal framework in 

Denmark and Spain. With this master’s thesis, I ambition to contribute to a future discussion 

on how the EU’s normative framework on CMP can impact a company’s choice of expansion 

and how it adapts to these changes.  

1.2  Thesis overview 

This section provides an overview of the thesis that follows in order to answer the research 

question. 1) The thesis and problem statement was introduced in the previous section. 2) This 

thesis presents the company GWPH. 3) The theory and concept section introduces key 

elements from the book Differential Europe by Adrienne Héritier et al. (2001) who argue for 

the impact of the EU on national policymaking by pointing out four propositions. This section 

also includes the concept of country and company specialisation by Richard Lynch (1994) 

from the book European Business Strategies. This complements the four propositions by 

Héritier et al., in order to understand what other motives than the legal framework can be 

behind GWPH’s internationalisation strategy. The theory section then explains the most 

common entry mode choices that firms have when they wish to expand to new markets. The 

choice of entry mode contributes to the discussion of the motives behind GWPH’s 

internationalisation strategy. The type of strategy GWPH chose will also complement whether 

or not the EU’s normative framework, as well as the domestic normative frameworks in the 

UK, Denmark and Spain on CMP, can have impacted the strategy. 4) The methodological 

approach throughout the thesis will be explained. 5) The limitations of this thesis are stated. 
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6) The findings section presents shortly the relevant part of the Directive 2001/83/EEC of 6 

November 2001, reports by the EMCDDA and the European Parliament’s motion for a 

resolution from 2019. This section also includes the EU’s regulatory system for medicines, 

the legal procedure for medicines authorisation in the EU, the EU’s legal acts and the EC’s 

decision addressed to GWPH. 7) To begin with, the analysis presents the normative 

framework in the EU and then proceeds to analysing Héritier et al.’s (2001) four propositions 

in the UK, Denmark and Spain. Hereafter, the analysis compares their propositions applied in 

each country. Consequently, I move on to analyse the concept of country and company 

specialisation in relation to Denmark and Spain. The last step in the analysis leads to analyse 

the operations in Denmark and Spain by mainly focusing on the strategic alliance with the 

Spanish firm Almirall. 8) The discussion will discuss the theories and concepts that are 

applied. 9) The overall results of the thesis are concluded.  

Table 1.2.1 on page 10 presents the chronology of this thesis.  
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1.2.1 Structure of thesis 

  

How does the EU’s normative framework in the field of Cannabis for 
medicinal purposes impact GWPH Pharmaceuticals plc.’s operations 
in the UK, Denmark and, Spain? 

1. Introduction 

2. Introducing GWPH 

3. Theoretical framework 

4. Methodological framework 

5. Delimitation 

6. Findings 

7. Analysis 

The EU’s normative framework 
on CMP 

The legal 
framework in the 

UK 
The legal 

framework in DK 
The legal 

framework in ES 

Comparing the legal frameworks in the UK, DK and ES 

Country specialisation in the DK and ES 

GWPH's strategy in Denmark 

GWPH's strategic alliance in Spain 

Discussing the applied theories and concepts  

Conclusion 
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2. Introducing the company: GW Pharmaceuticals Plc. (GWPH) 
 

GWPH is a British biopharmaceutical company founded in 1998 by two well-known 

entrepreneurs in the biotech sector, Dr Geoffrey Guy and Dr Brian Whittle. GWPH was 

established in the United Kingdom and worked closely with UK’s medicines regulatory 

authority in order to establish licenses and procedures to be able to progress in the company’s 

cannabinoid research program (Gwpharm.co.uk, 2019). The prescription medicine itself is 

marketed as Sativex® and is approved in 25 countries outside the United States. The 

company continues to research on possible medicines with cannabis and is focusing on 

neurological conditions. The company has operations in the US, the UK, and Spain. GWPH’s 

overall strategy is to maintain a leading position in the field of plant-derived cannabinoid 

therapeutics and to identify optimal commercial pathways in markets around the world 

(GWPH annual report, 2018). In the fourth quarter of 2018, GWPH generated a revenue of 

approximately € 9,5 million compared to € 2 million in 2017. This is an increase of 32 per 

cent (articles2.marketrealist.com, 2019). Analysts estimate that the net revenues in 2019 will 

reach approximately 110,8 (articles2.marketrealist.com, 2019).  

  

3. Theoretical and conceptual framework 

The theoretical approaches presented by Adrienne Héritier et al. (2001) from the book 

Differential Europe will be used to identify and explain how the EU impacts national policy-

making in the United Kingdom, Denmark, and Spain. This will illustrate the motives behind 

GWPH expansion within the EU.  

3.1 The EU’s impact on national policymaking 

In the book Differential Europe from 2001, Adrienne Héritier et al. (2001) states that the EU 

affects the policy formation of all member states, but the impact is differential. In some cases, 

the EU policy goals have been added to national agendas and new policy agendas are applied 

where old ones are openly challenged or become less important. In other cases, when national 

and EU policies objectives are concurrent, the national practices may be redirected or 

reinforced by EC policies (Héritier et al., 2001).  
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3.1.1 The four propositions 

Héritier et al. (2001) explains that the impact of European policymaking on member states has 

most often been described as a process of harmonization, deepening integration and 

convergence while Héritier et al. (2001) argue the opposite. In this regard, they point out four 

propositions. 

3.1.2 The first proposition 

The first proposition Héritier et al., claim that a European policy impacts each member state 

differently where the process is far from being uniform. To what extend the impact is 

different varies depending on the member states’ pre-existing policies and the political 

process where these policies are embedded (Héritier et al., 2001). 

They further argue that the need for policy adjustment is high if the existing national policies 

differ from clear and defined European policy demands. If there is a high degree of 

congruence between national legislation and EC policy requirements, or if EC legislation is 

vaguely phrased, then only a modest need for change follows and EU policies merely invite to 

change instead of insisting on it. This impact of EC legislation on the member state policies is 

termed as ‘’match or mismatch’’ or ‘’fit and misfit’’ (Börzel 1999; Caporaso, Green Cowles 

and Risse 2001 in Héritier et al., 2001). 

3.1.3 The second proposition 

Héritier et al. (2001) further claims in the second proposition that when national policies 

differ from specified European policies, member states are under pressure to adjust.  

They further presents the question ‘’how is it possible to make general claims on complex 

domestic political processes?’’ and answers this by arguing that when there is a difference 

between European policy demand and pre-existing national policies and when preferences of 

key actors are similar to European goals, then it depends on the reform capacity of a member 

state. Reform capacity is used here in terms of integrated political leadership based on factual 

consensus capacity or formal competences (Héritier et al., 2001).  
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3.1.4 The third proposition 

Héritier et al. (2001) continue by pointing out that given a need to adjust and given the fact 

that the prevailing preferences of key political actors fit the goals defined by the EC, 

adjustment depends on the reform capacity of the member state. In cases where there are few 

formal and factual veto positions, there is a higher chance of adjustment and where there are 

many formal and factual veto positions and where there is no consensual capacity to establish 

a supportive coalition, the chances of adjustment is low. In cases where there are few formal 

yet many factual veto positions, the probability of adjustment is high (Héritier et al., 2001).  

Héritier et al. (2001) argue that to understand the complexity of domestic policy processes 

sparked off by the EU, it helps to think that European and national policymaking is two 

separate, parallel policy stream that intermittently interlink. The two actors relate to each 

other but also have endogenous dynamics of their own. They argue that this becomes clear by 

assuming that there is a policy similarity between domestic and European policy goals and 

thereby no pressure to adjust. Héritier et al. (2001) also point out to this that there may still be 

an endogenous policy development at national level that causes a new response by national 

actors to European policy demands. This response cannot be judged by a simple 

congruence/non-congruence with European policies and neither by simply assessing the 

above-mentioned reform capacity. Instead, the specific interlinking of the national and 

European policy streams has to be conceived differently. With this, particularly the dimension 

of time has to be incorporated in the analysis of the impact of EU policy requirements on 

national policies (Héritier et al., 2001).  

In the table below, Héritier et al. (2001) systematically explain the impact of Europe on 

domestic policies with the cases of France and Germany used in their analysis.  
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3.1.4.1 Table 1:  Uneven Policy Stages and Domestic Political Process 
 

  
Pre-reform 

 
Reform 

 
Post-reform 

 
EU 
 

  
X 

 

France   X – Opposition to 
EU supports reform 
of reform 

Germany X – EU supports pro-
reform 

  

(Héritier et al., 2001, p. 11) 

Héritier et al. (2001) argue that in the analysis, it is relevant to introduce firstly, the time 

dimension by pointing out the unevenness in policy developments between member states and 

Europe over time. Therefore, the table introduces the policy stages; pre-reform, reform and 

post-reform. Secondly, the notion of reform must be reconceptualised in a more dynamic 

sense to take account of an alteration in the factual veto positions and dominant coalitions 

because of European policy inputs (Héritier et al., 2001). This perspective allows viewing 

European policies as an input in domestic political process that moves through the stages of 

pre-reform, reform and post-reform which may be exploited by national actors to enhance 

chances of realising the policy goals in the domestic arena (Héritier et al., 2001). It should be 

noted that the table above by Héritier et al. (2001) gives an example of the process with 

France and Germany as these countries are used in their analysis. In the analysis of this thesis, 

the format will be different and the countries will be replaced with the three countries the 

United Kingdom, Spain, and Denmark.  

3.1.5 The fourth proposition 

The fourth and last proposition is that, if national policies are congruent with European and 

additionally have moved beyond the European requirements to the following policy stage, 

then EC legislation may strengthen forces supporting this new policy (Héritier et al: 2001).  
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3.1.6 The process of the four propositions  

The following model is created to explain how this thesis will analyse Héritier et al.’s four 

propositions in the UK, Spain, and Denmark. I developed this model in order to explain and 

illustrate roughly the main argument from each proposition. This will make it easier to 

understand their propositions and to see the link in the analysis. The model explains that in 

their first proposition, I must analyse whether there is a difference between EU and national 

goals. Once this question is settled by a yes or a no the next step can be reached. If there are a 

difference between EU goals and national goals, the adjustment of the national legislation to 

EU goals are high. If national and EU goals are congruent, or if the EU goals are ‘’vaguely 

phrased’’ the need for adjustment is low. In any circumstances, whether I say yes or no to the 

first proposition, a question of adjustment will occur. The difference lies in the degree of 

adjustment. The second proposition points out that when there is a difference between 

European policy demand and pre-existing national policies then member states are under 

pressure to adjust. Therefore, their second proposition makes it necessary to analyse whether 

or not preferences of key actors are similar to EU goals because then adjustment depends on 

the reform capacity of the member states. The third proposition then makes it necessary for 

me to analyse whether or not the reform capacity is high or low in a specific member state. To 

answer this question, the third proposition in the model asks: Are there few formal and factual 

veto positions? Yes or no. If the answer is:  yes, there are few formal and factual veto 

positions, then there is a higher chance of adjustment. If the answer is: no, there are many 

formal and factual veto positions and no consensual capacity to establish a coalition, then the 

change of adjustment is low. Also if there are few formal but many factual positions, chances 

of adjustment are high. This leads to analysing their fourth proposition. If national policies 

move beyond European requirements, the European Commission can strengthen forces 

supporting new legislation.  
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3.1.7 Table 2 
 

 

  

First proposition: Is there a difference between EU and national 
goals? 

YES/HIGH NO/LOW 

Second proposition: Is the reform capacity in the country high or 
low?  

YES/HIGH NO/LOW 

Third proposition: Are there many formal and factual veto positions? 
Or are there few formal yet many factual veto positions? 

YES/HIGH NO/LOW 

Fourth proposition: Can EU goals be further integrated? 

Yes NO 
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3.2 Country and company specialisation 

The concept of country and company specialisation from the book European Business 

Strategies (1994) by Richard Lynch will help identify how the Spanish and Danish market 

provides advantages for GWPH. In this regard, the focus is on country specialisation. This 

will contribute to show other possible reasons than the legal framework to why GWPH chose 

to operate in Spain and Denmark.  

In the book, Richard Lynch (1994) argues that there are two types of specialisations 1) 

company and 2) country. He further points out that companies can profit from both country 

specialisation and company specialisation. Countries have developed expertise in certain 

product or service markets and have acquired capabilities that make them do certain things 

better than other countries. This means that companies that have skills within a specific sector 

and that wish to enter specialised countries have to be brave to enter and must avoid hitting 

these markets head-on. Lynch explains in an example that some new entrants to the British 

market built their strategies through links with existing, powerful players on the market 

(Lynch, 1994).  

In building business strategies, Richard Lynch (1994) argues that in the process of gaining 

information to develop a business strategy, market specialisation must be considered. 

Specialised countries will create more possibilities in terms of skilled people, more familiarity 

with sources of supply for raw materials and service, cheaper labour costs and highly 

specialized market experience. He further bases his analysis on how specialised a country is 

by looking at how many of the top companies in a given sector that are based in the country 

(Lynch: 1994). In the same way, companies specialise in production, R&D or certain 

capabilities, resources, products or services that may lead to market dominance (Lynch, 

1994). To better understand the concept, I developed the following model to illustrate the 

impact of a company on country specialisation and a country on company specialisation.  
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3.2.1 Table 1: Country and company specialisation 

 

 

3.3 Market entry modes 

’’Selecting the right markets and learning how to reach out to them could determine the 

viability of your expansion strategy. These markets will shape your international 

development, business planning and growth potential.’’ (ec.europa.eu, 2019).  

The motto for international business is ‘’Location, location, location’’ (Meyer & Peng, 2016). 

It has been discussed for a long time that the choice of market will shape a company’s future. 

Therefore, companies must choose wisely before entering a market, which means that 

companies have a lot of location-specific considerations (Meyer & Peng, 2016).  

Looking at internationalisation is especially an efficient approach, as it will show the specific 

pattern, process and thoughts of a company on market selection. The company’s choice of 

entry mode is influenced by environmental factors and shapes its decisions (Peng & Meyer, 

2016). Since the focus is to look at how the internationalisation strategy is impacted by the 

EU, the question is how the company will expand, which will help illustrate exactly why the 

	  Many	  
companies	  
in	  life	  
science	  
sector	  

Country	  
specialises	  in	  
life	  science	  
sector	  	  

More	  
companies	  
expand	  to	  
sector	  

Country	  
specialises	  in	  
life	  sicence	  
sector	  
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company chooses its strategy. The questions of how and why will eventually lead to the 

answers on how the EU impacts GWPH. Therefore, this section explains shortly the 

characteristics of the most common types of entry modes; exporting, licensing, FDI; 

Greenfield, Acquisition, Joint Venture (Peng, 2014). Some of these entry modes are not used 

by GWPH. They are included anyway to understand why GWPH preferred to engage in a 

strategic alliance in Spain with a Spanish firm instead. Similarly it creates a perspective to 

understand why GWPH only choose to be present in Denmark by exporting.  

Modes of entry are the format of foreign market entry. For a company, the first step is to 

determine whether the company should pursue equity or non-equity modes of entry. Non-

equity modes are modes that do not involve owning equity in a local firm whereas equity 

modes involve taking full or partial equity ownership. Equity modes normally require 

commitments that are harder to reverse than non-equity modes. Equity modes establish an 

organization overseas that the firm either owns fully or partially. This type of 

internationalisation strategy is especially preferred when it comes to transferring intangible 

assets (Peng and Meyer, 2011).  

3.3.1 Non-equity entry modes 

3.3.1.1 Exporting 

Most firms begin their international expansion through the non-equity mode, exporting, as it 

is often the easiest way to enter international markets. Exporting has long been a common and 

popular internationalisation strategy since it creates the opportunity of low costs on foreign 

market entry since the firm does not necessarily need any physical presence in a foreign 

country (Cavusgil et a., 2016). Most companies that use this strategy usually engage in 

foreign partners and distributors to market their products. Exporting is a flexible choice of 

entry mode as it has minimal risk and expense where companies can easily leave the market 

without a big loss and neither does it require much knowledge about the foreign country 

(Cavusgil et al., 2016). 

3.3.1.2 Licensing  

Licensing is an arrangement where one company grants another company the right to use its 

proprietary technology in a specific time period in exchange for a fee. This fee is usually a 
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percentage of the gross sales from the income from the license. Licensing offers a relatively 

inexpensive way to establish a presence in a foreign country (Peng &Meyer 2011.  

3.3.1.3 Franchising 

Franchising is as licensing a contractual entry strategy and is an advanced form of licensing. 

With a franchise, the company allows another company its the right to use the whole business 

system in exchange for fees or other types of compensation (Peng & Meyer, 2016). 

3.3.2 Equity entry modes 

3.3.2.1 FDI: Greenfield, Acquisitions and Joint venture 

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) refers to directly investing in activities that manage and 

control value creation in foreign countries (Peng & Meyer, 2011). When a company is 

involving an equity stake of 10% or more in a foreign-based enterprise it is defined as FDI. 

Engaging in FDI requires substantial resource commitments in foreign countries (Peng & 

Meyer, 2011). Moreover, there are different types of FDI entry modes such as Greenfield, 

Acquisition and Joint Venture. A Greenfield entry mode is chosen if a parent company builds 

subsidiaries in a foreign country from scratch. Often this includes building new offices and 

distribution hubs (Peng & Meyer, 2011). The choice of Acquisition as an entry mode involves 

taking over another business in a foreign country. Acquisitions give the advantage of a faster 

entry to the market and provide organisationally embedded resources in the form of human 

capital and networks with local authorities (Peng and Meyer, 2011). Partial acquisitions are a 

type of acquisition of an equity stake in another firm (Peng & Meyer, 2011).  A Joint Venture 

is a ‘’corporate child’’, which means that it is a new entity jointly owned by two parent 

companies. A Joint Venture with a local company in a foreign country is an advantage when 

it comes to lower risk as the costs are shared and limit the financial risks of the investment. 

Joint Ventures and partial acquisitions are special cases of strategic alliances, which is a very 

broad definition (Peng & Meyer, 2011).  

3.3.2.2 Strategic alliance 

Strategic alliances are collaborations between independent companies that use equity modes, 

non-equity contract agreements or that combines both. Non-equity-based strategic alliances 
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are associations between firms that are based on contracts and do not involve shared 

ownership (Peng, 2014). They include co-marketing, research and development contracts, 

strategic distributors and licensing/franchising. Equity-based alliances are based on ownership 

or financial interests between the firms. They include investments where usually one firm 

invests in another. Equity-based alliances also include joint ventures, which involves the 

establishment of a new legally independent entity (Peng, 2014).  

4. Methodological framework 

4.1 Research philosophy 

The philosophical position in this thesis is critical realism. Critical realism argues that what 

we experience are sensations, the images of the things in the real world and not the things 

directly (Saunders, 2009).  This research philosophy stresses that there are two steps to 

experiencing the world. It argues that there is the thing itself and the sensation that it conveys 

and the mental processing that goes on after that sensation meets our senses (Saunders, 2009). 

Bhaskar (1989), as presented in Saunders (2009), argues that researchers who identify with 

the epistemology of critical realism will only be able to understand what is going on in the 

social world if the social structures have given rise to the phenomena we are trying to 

understand. He further points that what we see is only a part of a bigger picture and we can 

identify what we do not see through the theoretical and practical processes of the social 

sciences (Bhaskar, 1989 in Saunders, 2009). The critical realist also argues that our 

knowledge of reality is the result of social conditioning and cannot be understood alone by the 

social actors involved in the knowledge derivation process (Dobson, 2002 in Saunders, 

2009).  

In a business context, critical realism recognises the importance of multi-level study where 

each of the levels can change the researchers understanding of what is being studied 

(Saunders, 2009). In this thesis, this is recognized and consists of a study of the EU as an 

organisation together with its impact on GWPH. The critical realist argues that structures, 

procedures and processes interact with one another (Saunders, 2009). In the same way, this 

thesis tries to investigate how one organisation impacts another. The social world in the view 

of the critical realist is constantly changing and agrees that the purpose of business and 
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management research is most often to understand the reason for phenomena as a forerunner to 

recommending change (Saunders, 2009).  

4.2 Research approach 

The deductive approach involves the development of a theory that is subject to a rigorous test 

(Saunders, 2009). A characteristic of the deductive approach is its search to explain the causal 

relationship between variables (Saunders, 2009).  

Broadly defined, this thesis attempts to answer how a variable (the EU) impacts another 

variable (domestic policymaking) which together impacts (GWPH). To this, theories, models 

and business concepts will be used to guide me in the process of answering the research 

question.  

Another characteristic of the deductive approach is the development of a hypothesis 

(Saunders, 2009). The hypothesis in this master’s thesis is: the EU impacts GWPH’s 

internationalisation strategy, which results in GWPH’s expansion being diversified. This 

hypothesis was triggered by the information collected about GWPH’s different business 

strategies in the EU member states. The three countries chosen are Denmark, the United 

Kingdom, and Spain. The information of GWPH being established by scientists in the UK 

(Gwpharm.co.uk, 2019) made it interesting to investigate its home market and see whether 

this meant that cannabis legislation was more liberal which allowed the company to operate in 

the field. I chose Denmark as one of the countries due to its strong life science sector 

(investindk.dk, 2019), which will help argue whether this can have an impact on GWPH’s 

internationalisation strategy or not. The information that GWPH had initiated cooperation 

with a Spanish pharmaceutical company (Gwpharm.co.uk: 2019) triggered some thoughts that 

Spain’s legal framework might offer possibilities, which is required for the production of 

cannabis-based medicine. Although Denmark is chosen due to its strong life science sector 

and Spain due to GWPH’s alliance with a Spanish firm, which are different reasons, they still 

point in the same direction: the external environment in each country might be seen in 

GWPH’s choice of business strategy. This hypothesis was complemented by the study by 

Adrienne Héritier et al. (2001) in the book Differential Europe who developed propositions 

stating that the EU’s impact on member states is differential. This study helps create a 

framework to test the hypothesis presented in this thesis to either confirm or disconfirm. 
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Therefore, the concept of country specialisation and company specialisation and entry modes 

will help build on the hypothesis as this thesis goes further to look at a case company rather 

than only basing the analysis on the EU’s impact on member states.  

 

4.3 Case study 

A case study is defined as ‘’a strategy for doing research which involves an empirical 

investigation of a particular contemporary phenomenon within its real life context using 

multiple sources of evidence’’ (Robson 2002:178 in Saunders, 2009). A case study has 

considerable ability to generate answers to questions of ‘’what?’’ ‘‘why?’’ and ‘’how?’’. 

Therefore, the case study strategy is often used in explanatory and exploratory research 

(Saunders, 2009).  In this context, the case study of GWPH enables an understanding of the 

EU’s normative framework that impacts the company and its strategies. Both the process and 

outcome of this is studied through the case study strategy. The EU’s impact on a specific case 

company enables a possibility to understand the process and outcome.  

Robert Yin (2014) distinguishes between single-case study and multiple-case study designs. 

We can discuss whether this thesis is as a single-case study or a multiple-case study. Yin 

(2014) states that within a multiple- case study, attention is also given to a subunit or 

subunits. This master’s thesis covers the analysis of the countries, the UK, DK and ES, which 

makes it possible to say it is a multiple-case design. Yin (2012) also states that the rationale 

for selecting a single-case rather than a multiple is that the single-case study can represent the 

critical test of a significant theory (Yin, 2014). In addition to this, I would argue that this is a 

single-case study since the main focus is to understand how the EU’s normative framework in 

the field of CMP impacts GWPH. Therefore it becomes necessary to investigate the 

normative framework in the UK, Denmark and Spain to identify the process that GWPH goes 

through. In other words, I compare the countries and the results with the case company and do 

not compare my findings with another case company, which makes it a single-case study 

(Yin, 2014).  

Furthermore, the reason for analysing GWPH’s operations in Denmark and Spain is to 

understand how the EU’s normative framework in the field of CMP impacts the company’s 
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operations. Choosing two countries will make it possible to compare differences in the 

internationalisation strategy. Any differences in the company’s strategy in each country will 

help strengthen the indications that the EU’s normative framework impacts member states 

differently. In order to answer the research question, the most important factors to consider 

were 1) What will be the best way to illustrate the EU impact on the company’s 

internationalisation strategy? Hence, it became vital to investigate not only on a supranational 

level but also from a national level. 2) Why the company expanded to which European 

markets will to some extent show the motives and thoughts behind the company’s choice of 

entry mode, which will then show how the company is impacted differently in each member 

state. 

4.4 Data 

For this thesis, I use a mixed-method data collection technique with mostly qualitative data.  

The thesis consists of secondary data with multiple source: area based and time-series based 

(Saunders, 2009). These include books, articles, and annual reports from GWPH, EU 

publications, EU legal papers, government publications, and industry reports. Although this 

thesis mainly uses qualitative data, I have used quantitative data from annual reports and 

company revenues. I combine qualitative and quantitative data, which makes it a mixed-

method data collection. Nonetheless, this research follows a cross-sectional time frame as the 

data collected investigates the current phenomena and allows comparing many variables such 

as legislation and reports at a particular time (Saunders, 2009).  

5. Delimitation 
	  
Héritier et al. (2001) also consider the impact of private actors on policymaking. I am limiting 

myself and will not cover this aspect in the thesis. It could be used to illustrate different 

perspectives on the EU’s and corporate actors impact on national policymaking, which would 

have resulted in a broader picture. However, this would be a diversion of the main focus and 

would require much more space. Héritier et al.’s (2001) four propositions point out that the 

adjustment of a member state depends on the reform capacity of the member state. To address 

whether the UK, Denmark, and Spain are either centralised or decentralised I will use 

information that is provided in Héritier et al. (2001) and literature that defines the countries as 
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either centralised or decentralised. In other words, I do not have the time and space to analyse 

each country’s governmental structures. This would deviate the research focus.  

 

The data I have used in this thesis are from English, Danish, and Spanish sources. It has been 

easy to use and find data in English and Danish, as I understand the languages. The data I 

have used about the normative framework in Spain comes from Spanish articles, which are all 

written or translated to English. I do not speak Spanish, which resulted in limited access to 

information. 

 

Most internationalisation strategies focus on both internal and external factors. This thesis 

will focus much more on the external factors impacting GWPH’s strategies. The purpose is 

not to look at the different internal capabilities and resources of the company to see its 

strengths; instead, it is to see how big a role the EU and national environment play. Therefore, 

I only present the most common entry modes shorty to discuss and understand why GWPH 

preferred a strategic alliance with a Spanish firm.  

 

In the findings, the Directive 2001/83/EEC of 6 November 2001 is presented. This directive is 

188 pages long and covers many aspects. Therefore, I have limited myself to explain a very 

short part that is relevant for this thesis (ec.europa.eu, 2011). For the entire directive see the 

reference in section 10.2.  

6. Findings 

6.1 The normative framework 

The findings section includes the type of legal acts, regulatory system for medicines and the 

legal procedure for medicines authorisation. This information will set the baseline for 

understanding the framework conditions in the EU. The following section presents, the EU 

Directive 2001/83/EEC of 6 November 2001 concerning medical products for humans, the 

EMCDDA report from 2002 (emcdda.europa.eu, 2002), the Decision addressed to GWPH 

(ema.europa.eu, 2016), the EMCDDA report from 2018 (emcdda.europa.eu, 2018) and the 

European Parliament’s motion for a resolution from 2019 (europarl.europa.eu, 2019) in that 

specific order.  These findings illustrate the different initiatives, approaches, and issues with 
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cannabis and points out the importance of creating a conceptual framework and terminology 

to build a base for assessing the medical use of cannabis and cannabinoids. This provides an 

overview of existing information covering CMP in the EU. It creates an understanding of 

which types of issues that are discussed and take place. It is important to address these in 

order to consider the issues that are currently in the spotlight and to relate the issues to GWPH 

in the analysis. 

6.2 The EU’s legal acts 
	  
The EU’s legal acts are presented to understand the legal framework in the EU and the types 

of legal acts that can have an impact on GWPH.  

Before presenting the meaning of each legal act in the EU, it is important to know that there is 

no formal hierarchy between the provisions. In other words, regulations are not superior to 

directives or the other way around; directives are not superior to regulations. Within the EU, 

there are several types of legal acts: regulations, directives, decisions, recommendations, and 

opinions. While some acts are binding, others are not. Some apply to all EU countries and 

others apply to a few (Craig & De Búrca, 2011).  

6.2.1 Regulations 
	  
A regulation is a binding legislative act and must be applied entirely and directly in all 

Member States. The European Court of Justice defines what direct application means: ‘’The 

direct application of a Regulation means that its entry into force and its application in favour 

of those subject to it are independent of any measure of reception into national law’’ (Craig 

& De Búrca, 2011 p. 105).  

 

6.2.2 Directives 
	  
Directives differ from regulations in two significant ways. A directive does not have to be 

addressed to all Member States. A directive sets out a goal that must be achieved by all EU 

countries. Each country is left with some choices of form and methods to devise the directives 

and implement it into national legislation to reach EU goals. Directives are particularly useful 
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when the purpose is to introduce complex legislative changes or to harmonise laws within a 

certain area (Craig & De Búrca, 2011).   

 

6.2.3 Decisions 
	  
A decision is only binding to those it is addressed and is directly applicable. A decision can 

both be addressed to a country or an individual company (Craig & De Búrca, 2011). A 

decision can be a legislative or non-legislative act. Decisions become legislative acts when 

they are adopted jointly by 1) the Parliament and the Council under the ordinary legislative 

procedure, 2) the Parliament with the participation of the Council, 3) the Council with the 

participation of the Parliament under the special legislative procedure (eur-lex.europa.eu, 

2019). Decisions can in other cases be non-legislative and may be adopted by the European 

Council, the Council or the Commission (eur-lex.europa.eu, 2019). A decision that is 

addressed specifically to a party must be notified by for instance a registered letter with an 

acknowledgement (eur-lex.europa.eu, 2019). 

 

6.2.4 Recommendations and opinions 
	  
A recommendation is not binding and allows the institutions to make their views known and 

suggestions without imposing any legal obligation. An opinion allows the institution to make 

a non-binding statement without imposing any legal obligation on those it is addressed to. The 

main EU institutions can issue an opinion (europa.eu, 2019). Opinions and recommendations 

are forms of soft law (Craig & De Búrca, 2011).  

6.3 EU’s regulatory system for medicines 

The EU’s regulatory system for medicines will be presented to understand the process and 

rules that apply for GWPH’s medicines, which must fulfil EU standard requirements.  

The European regulatory system consists of a network of 50 regulatory authorities from all 28 

Member States and the three EEA countries, the European Commission and the EMA1. The 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1The European Medicines Agency is a decentralised agency of the EU. It is responsible for the scientific 
evaluation, supervision and safety monitoring of medicines in the European Union (ema.europa.eu, 2019)	  
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network is supported by thousands of experts to secure the best scientific expertise, advice, 

high quality and the best possible regulation of medicines in the EU. The Member States and 

the EMA cooperate and both share expertise in assessing new medicines and new safety 

information. For instance, they share knowledge and inform side effects of medicines, and 

provide an oversight of clinical trials. This is a well-functioning system because the EU 

legislation requires that each member state operate under the same rules and requirements in 

terms of the authorisation and monitoring of medicines (ema.europa.eu, 2016).   

 

6.4 The legal procedure for medicines authorisation in the EU 

The legal procedure for medicines authorisation in the EU will be presented to understand the 

process and route GWPH must go through to receive a market authorisation to place its 

products on the European market. 

All medicines in the EU must be authorised by the EU before it can be placed on the EU 

market. This is to protect public health and ensure high quality, effective and safe medicines 

in the EU. The system offers several routes for an authorisation 1) through the centralised 

procedure, 2) the decentralised procedure and 3) the mutual-recognition procedure. The 

centralised procedure allows the marketing of medicine based on an EU-wide assessment and 

marketing authorisation that is valid throughout the EU. Pharmaceutical companies submit an 

authorisation application to the EMA, which based on a scientific assessment of the 

application, gives a recommendation to the European Commission on whether or not a 

marketing authorisation should be granted. The marketing authorisation is valid in all EU 

Member States once granted by the EC. This procedure is compulsory for most innovative 

medicines and rare diseases. The decentralised procedure allows companies to apply for 

authorisation of medicines in more than one Member State if it has not been authorised yet in 

any EU country. The mutual-recognition procedure allows companies that already have a 

medicine authorisation in one EU country to apply for this authorisation to be recognised in 

another member state. Through this process, member states can rely on each other’s scientific 

assessments (ema.europa.eu, 2016).  
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6.5 Directive 2001/83/EEC of 6 November 2001 

In the EU, the legal framework for medicinal products for human use was codified under the 

Directive 2001/83/EEC of 6 November 2001 (emcdda.europa.eu, 2002). A medicinal product 

under this Directive is defined as “Any substance or combination of substances presented for 

treating or preventing disease in human beings. Any substance or combination of substances 

which may be administered to human beings with a view to making a medical diagnosis or to 

restoring, correcting or modifying physiological functions in human beings is likewise 

considered a medicinal product”. The definition of substance includes ‘’Any matter 

irrespective of origin which may be vegetable (e.g. micro-organisms, plants, parts of plants, 

vegetable secretions, extracts)” (emcdda.europa.eu, 2002). This means that the report 

regulation system created by the EU pharmaceutical law allows magistral and 

extemporaneous preparations of certain types of cannabinoids (emccda.europa.eu, 2002). This 

enables any cannabis-based medicinal product that is placed for sale and/or distribution on the 

market in a Member state to apply for a MMA.  

 

6.6 The EMCDDA report 2002 

In May 2002 the EMCDDA published a legal analysis named ‘’Medicinal cannabis and 

derivatives’’ – A legal analysis of the options, their limitations and current practice in the 

EU’’. It explains the EU legal framework on CMP and the current state in some EU member 

states (emcdda.europa.eu, 2002). This report is mainly presented as it provides an explanation 

of the directive in section 6.5.  

 

6.7 Decision for GWPH 
	  
In 2016, the Commission adopted a decision addressed to GWPH. The decision stated that 

extracts from the Cannabis sativa plant, ‘’Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol’’ and ‘’cannabidiol’’ 

are designated as an orphan medicinal product for the treatment for glioma. The medicinal 

product is entered in the Community Register of Orphan Medicinal Products (ec.europa.eu, 

2016).   
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6.8 The EMCDDA Report 2018 

The purpose of presenting the EMCCDA report is to provide an objective look at the 

evidence, practice, and experience in the field of medical cannabis. This will be used in the 

analysis to point at the EU’s developments on CMP.  

The EMCDDA aims to facilitate an evidence-informed understanding of issues that are 

important for the development of better drug-related policies and actions in Europe. The 

rapidly growing interest in cannabis has caused a controversial, and challenging issue in drug 

policy debates in Europe and many other parts of the world. This has led to many 

jurisdictional developments in many countries leading Europe to consider appropriate policy 

responses to cannabis. The EMCDDA provided the first report of medicinal cannabis in 

December 2018. More and more European countries are developing policies regarding the 

medical use of cannabis and the report is a response to this growing interest. The report seeks 

to objectively explore the complex issues in the area of cannabis by examining the evidence 

and practice of making cannabis-based medicines available for therapeutic purposes 

(emcdda.europa.eu, 2018).  

The first part of the paper provides an overview of the evidence of cannabis and cannabinoids 

have medical uses. With purely medical effects of cannabis, this section provides evidence-

based information on the effects of cannabis, how this is assessed and the limitations. The 

report emphasises that there is a need for larger and longer clinical trials looking at both 

dosages, interactions between medicines and long-term follow-ups with patients. This is due 

to the fact that cannabis-based medicine is often used as adjunctive treatments, which means 

that the medicine is typically added to other medical treatments and is often provided when a 

patient has not responded to other recommended treatments. Therefore, the report states that it 

is vital to research more on the interaction and purpose of usage. Moreover, there is a need for 

more research on the health risk for longer-term health risks, which is due to the lack of 

studies in the field of cannabis and cannabinoids. The report concludes for the first part that 

the short-term health risks were similar to other commonly used medicines typical symptoms 

as dizziness, nausea, confusion, dry mouth and disorientation. Although there is less evidence 

of long-term health risks, the general conclusion points out that the responses are similar to 

those reported for the short-term. The second part of the report accounts for the regulatory 
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frameworks that are relevant to the medical use of cannabis and cannabinoids. This section 

also provides information about the medical use of cannabis and cannabinoids based on the 

UNODC’s World Drug report from 2013. The international drug control treaties require a 

tighter regulation of cannabis than medicines that are not under international control. The use 

of cannabis is limited to scientific as well as medical purposes. They require national agencies 

established by governments to control cannabis production and supply for medical use. It is 

also required that medical practitioners are supervising the medical use of cannabis and 

cannabinoids and that the medicine is dispensed by prescription (emcdda.europa.eu, 2018).  

The second part of the report also provides information about medicines regulation in Europe. 

This will be elaborated in section 6.3. 

The third part of the report states the different approaches countries have used to allow 

cannabis. This section is presented by providing examples of countries and their regulatory 

frameworks applied in the field. It states that North America was the first region to introduce 

medical cannabis. Several US states legalised medical cannabis in the mid-1990s. In 1999 

Canada followed the US, which also prompted some European countries to allow patients to 

use cannabis and cannabinoids for medical purposes. Several European countries have 

established programmes or other special access schemes to allow access to preparations for 

the treatment of a narrow range of medical conditions. Among these countries are Croatia, 

Denmark, Finland, Norway, Poland and Sweden. Furthermore, the provision of cannabis and 

cannabinoid for medical purposes has evolved over time in most countries due to patient 

demand or product developments. Lastly, in the third section, it is reported that several 

pharmaceutical cannabinoids have been approved but are not widely used because patients 

find it difficult to achieve the benefits of the drug without experiencing undesired 

psychoactive effects. This results in limited revenue for companies and hereby slows down 

product development. The report further mentions GWPH’s drugs; Sativex and Epidiolex, 

which have been approved for medical use in neuropathic pain and intractable epilepsy due to 

evidence of effectiveness from RCT’s (emcdda.europa.eu, 2018).  

The fourth and last section argues for the regulatory challenges that can be caused by 

allowing the medical use of cannabis and cannabinoids. Many EU countries now allow or 

consider allowing (in some form) the medical use of cannabis or cannabinoids. The 

approaches in allowing the medicinal products, preparations and the regulatory frameworks 
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governing their provision all differ. The report states that this imposes many key issues and 

among these are; what types of medicinal products, as well as which preparations should be 

allowed? This question deals with the fact that governments can decide to only allow 

medicinal products that are authorised for marketing in the country and that have followed the 

pharmaceutical regulatory path. Another key issue is the question of what forms of cannabis 

preparations should be allowed. Also, what administration routes for the preparation of 

cannabis should be allowed? This is another issue because cannabis can be manufactured as in 

different forms such as capsules and oils. Moreover, for which medical conditions should it 

be allowed to treat with cannabis medicines? Governments could choose to authorise cannabis 

preparations to treat medical conditions where there is evidence of efficacy like muscle 

spasticity and chronic pain or they could consider approval for treatment with medicinal 

cannabis of any condition where patients have reported some benefits of the drug. Another 

issue concerns whether cannabis medicine would require a prescription and if that is the case, 

who should be authorised to prescribe it. Nonetheless, among the key issues are the questions 

of how much of the cost should be met by patients or national healthcare systems and what 

types of quality standards should be applied. These issues illustrate the complexity and 

discussion that arise concerning medical cannabis (emcdda.europa.eu, 2018).  

 

6.9 The European Parliament: Motion for a resolution in 2019 

In February 2019, members of the European Parliament approved a motion for a resolution on 

cannabis for medicinal purposes. The decision is not binding, yet calls upon the member 

states of the EU to engage and prioritize in the scientific research in the field of cannabis for 

medicinal purposes. Nonetheless, it urges the member states to reconsider domestic 

legislation. The resolution first explains that the cannabis plant is made up of more than 480 

compounds including more than 100 cannabinoids composed of both psychoactive and non-

psychoactive. The best-known two cannabinoids in the cannabis plant are THC, which 

consists of the main psychoactive and addictive constituent of cannabis and CBD, which has 

no addictive or intoxicating properties. Other cannabinoids that make up the cannabis plant 

can have neuroprotective effects, which can stimulate bone growth, reduce chronic pain and 

certain symptoms such as inflammation or bacterial infections. After describing the 
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ingredients of the cannabis plant and its benefits, the paper goes further and explains that the 

term ’medical cannabis’ is from a legal point, undefined, ambiguous and remains open to 

interpretation. The term should be distinguished from medicines from the cannabis plant that 

has undergone clinical trials and has been legally approved. The resolution refers to medicines 

from the cannabis plant as ‘’cannabis for medicinal purposes’’ (CMP) and calls on the 

national authorities and the European Commission to distinguish between cannabis-based 

medicines that are approved by the EMA or other regulatory agencies and for the use of 

cannabis for recreational purposes etc. (europarl.europa.eu, 2019) 

The resolution further acknowledges that the EU Member States have different approaches 

and legislations for CMP. For instance, the differentiated maximum allowed levels of THC 

and CBD in member states can lead to disagreements in applying common rules 

(europarl.europa.eu, 2019). 

The resolution further points out that the general use of cannabis may have addictive effects 

and can cause social and health problems and therefore there is still need for monitoring and 

controlling illegal practices especially if CMP is to be used more widely. The report 

acknowledges that the policy landscape is evolving in the EU and worldwide, yet, 

misunderstandings still exist even in national administrations where the medical use of 

cannabis is being confused with recreational purposes (europarl.europa.eu, 2018). 

Furthermore, the report states that no cannabis-based medicine had been authorised through 

the centralised authorisation by the EMA and only one cannabis-based medicine (GWPH’s 

drug, Sativex) is currently going through the process. Through the mutual recognition 

procedure, one cannabis-based medicine has been authorised and has received marketing 

authorisation in 17 EU member states (GWPH’s drug). The motion also acknowledges that 

evidence has proven that cannabis and cannabinoids have therapeutic effects in for instance 

the treatment of chronic pain in cancer disease cases. Furthermore, the official data on 

research and research funding regarding CMP is still today scant, research on CMP has 

received no direct support under research programmes in the EU and there has been little 

coordination concerning research projects on CMP in the Member States (europarl.europa.eu, 

2019). 
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Moreover, in the report, the European Parliament addresses that in the evaluation of the 

implementation of the EU Drug Strategy 2013-2020, the recent trends in cannabis policy has 

been noted by stakeholders and was one of the most frequently raised items when looking at 

issues that were not covered by the Drug Strategy for 2013-2020 (europarl.europa.eu, 2019). 

The motion calls on the Commission and the Member States to embark on more research 

activities and initiate projects related to CMP, to develop a strategy to ensure the highest 

standard of research, development, marketing, authorisation and pharmacovigilance. The 

report further emphasises the need for the unification and standardisation of cannabis-based 

medicines and the importance of close cooperation between the Commission and the Member 

States to improve equal access to cannabis-based medicines (europarl.europa.eu, 2019).  

Last but not least, the report underlines that comprehensive and evidence-based regulations of 

cannabis-based medicines would be a resource for public authorities, would limit the black 

market and result in quality and accurate labelling to control points of sale, ensure legal 

certainty and would ensure safe access for patients (europarl.europa.eu, 2019).  

 

7. Analysis 
	  
In the book Differential Europe, Héritier et al. (2001) argue that the EU’s impact on member 

states is differential. To this, they present four propositions based on policies in the transport 

sector. In this thesis, these four propositions will be used to examine the EU’s impact in the 

field of CMP in the UK, Denmark, and Spain. To do this, the EU Directive 2001/83/EEC of 6 

November 2001 will be used. To support and supplement the Directive from 2001, the 

EMCDDA reports and the European Parliaments resolution presented in the findings will be 

used. Similarly, any legal information on cannabis and CMP in the UK, Denmark and Spain 

will be used. Table 7.5.1 is a timeline presenting these findings. The table is listed by date, 

which will also be useful to create an overview of the time difference between the EU and the 

member states in terms of legislation. The reason for adding the directive and the European 

Parliaments motion for resolution and the EMCDDA reports in the analysis is due to the fact 

that the Directive is pointing out that it is possible to apply for a MMA without implying any 
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specificity to CMP (emcdda.europa.eu, 2002). Contrary, the initiatives and recommendations 

are specifically addressed to CMP. I am distinguishing between the Directive that must be 

applied with the EMCDDA report and the resolution that are not mandatory. The Directive is 

applied in the framework of the four propositions to show how the EU impacts the UK, 

Denmark, and Spain. However, in order to go deeper into the discussion of CMP, I will 

supplement it with the resolution and EMCDDA reports.  

 

 

7.1. The EU’s normative framework on CMP 
	  
Héritier et al. (2001) claim that a European policy impacts member states differently and that 

the process is far from uniform. The difference depends on the pre-existing policies and the 

political process in each member state (Héritier et al. 2001).  

Héritier et al. (2001) also argue in their first proposition that the need for adjustment is high if 

the existing national policies differ from ‘’clear and defined’’ European policy demands and 

low if they are ‘’vaguely phrased’’ (Héritier et al., 2001). In this thesis, Héritier et al.’s ‘’EU 

goals’’ is referred to the Directive. The resolution by the European Parliament and the 

EMCDDA reports will be supplementing the analysis when newer initiatives are discussed.  

 

To be able to analyse the impact of the EU in the UK, Denmark and Spain, I will start by 

setting a baseline and argue whether the Directive is ‘’clear and defined’’ or ‘’vaguely 

phrased’’ (Héritier et al., 2001). The Directive states “Any substance or combination of 

substances presented for treating or preventing disease in human beings.’’ 

(emcdda.europa.eu, 2002). As mentioned in section 6.2.2 directives are binding but only as to 

their goals. This implies that the directive cannot be entirely ‘’clear and defined’’ because part 

of it is handed over to the member states to interpret and implement. To this, I argue that the 

directive is ‘’vaguely phrased’’ as it does not specifically address CMP as being medicine and 

neither does it exclude that CMP can be perceived as medicine if a medicine with its 

ingredients has medical benefits (see section 6.5 for the EU Directive). This gives countries 

the possibility to individually interpret the directive and decide legislation on CMP. 

Therefore, the EU takes initiative and urges member states to cooperate with the European 

Commission to set clear and common guidelines on CMP (europarl.europa.eu, 2019).  
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The European Parliaments motion for a resolution emphasises the need for unification and 

standardisation of CMP. It further argues that member states must cooperate with the 

Commission to improve equal access to CMP (europarl.europa.eu, 2019). This information 

together with the EMCDDA report from 2018 (emcdda.europa.eu, 2018) helps strengthen the 

argumentation that the Directive is unclear in terms of CMP since it has not been urged before 

the EMCDDA report in 2018 and the motion for resolution from 2019. These findings 

underline that comprehensive and evidence-based regulations on CMP would be a resource 

for public authorities (emcdda.europa.eu, 2018). They also show that the Directive does not 

set any guidelines for how each member state must implement any notice on CMP in their 

legislation. This points out that there is no clear definition or guideline for CMP in particular. 

In other words, as Héritier et al. (2001) would refer to it, the Directive is unclear and 

‘’vaguely phrased’’. The model following model 7.1.1 presents the normative framework on 

CMP by the EU 
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7.1.1 EU Directive, initiatives, and recommendations  
 

	  

 

7.2 The normative framework in the UK  

7.2.1 First proposition 

The EU Directive opened op for cannabis-based medicine to apply for a MMA but only if the 

product was for sale or distribution in one member state (emcdda.europa.eu, 2002). This 

resulted in GWPH submitting an application to market the product Sativex in the UK 

(politics.co.uk, 2011). While this was possible from the moment the Directive was initiated, 

GWPH applied in 2003. It was first in 2010 that the MHRA granted GWPH a license to 

market the first cannabis-based prescription medicine in the UK. (politics.co.uk, 2011). Since 

2001: Directive 2001/83/EE, cannabis-based medicines can apply for a MMA 

2002: ''Medicinal cannabis and derivatives’’ – A legal analysis of the options, their limitations 
and current practice in the EU’’ 

May 2018: EMCDDA report: Cannabis and driving – Questions and answers for 
policymaking’’ 

June	  	  2018: EMCDDA Report: Cannabis legislation in Europe – an overview 

December 2018: EMCDDA Report: ‘’Medical use of cannabis and cannabinoids: Questions 
and answers for policymaking 

2019: EMCDDA report: ‘’Developments in the European cannabis market’’ 

2019: The European Parliament - Motion for a resolution 
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the Directive is unclear, the adjustment is low (Héritier et al., 2001). This can be seen by the 

fact in 2004, the UK Home Office downgraded cannabis from a Class B drug2 to Class C 

drug3, which meant that the drug was classified as the controlled drug with least capacity for 

harm. In 2008 the drug was reclassified as a Class B (Telegraph.co.uk, 2008). Even though 

cannabis is still a Class B drug, the Home Secretary Sajid Javid announced on July 2018 that 

the UK was to relax laws to make cannabis available on prescription for medicinal purposes 

(thesun.co.uk, 2019).	    This is an interesting fact since the EU considers any substance or 

substances with therapeutic benefits as medicine whereas the UK considers cannabis as a 

dangerous drug. The UK classification does not contravene the Directive, which makes the 

Directive open to interpretation.  

The CPFG published a document 1 November 2018: Rescheduling of cannabis-based 

products for medicinal use in humans the circular summarises the amending of the Misuse of 

Drugs Regulations 2001 and Misuse of Drugs to reschedule cannabis-based products for 

medicinal use to Schedule 2 from Schedule 14 to impose more access and administration 

restrictions to these products. In other words, from 1 November there was created a legal 

route to cannabis-based medicines to be used with a prescription by doctors on the GMC5. 

The regulations introduced a definition of ‘cannabis-based product for medical use in 

humans’. Only products that are meeting this definition will be rescheduled to schedule 2 

(gov.uk, 2018). The classification remains a schedule 2 and does not go against the EU 

Directive. This shows that the UK has adjusted to the Directive. This is based on the fact that 

the UK has a definition for cannabis-based medicine and legalised certain cannabis-based 

medicines. In terms of Héritier et al.’s (2001) first proposition, I argued that the EU directive 

is ‘’vaguely phrased’’ and that the need for change was low and more ‘’inviting’’ than 

‘’insisting’’. Their first proposition also pointed out that in 2010 the UK allowed GWPH’s 

medicine to be marketed in the UK. This licence for GWPH to market its medicine was given 

in 2010 by MHRA (politics.co.uk, 2011) and the UK implemented a legal route to CMP in 

2018 (gov.uk, 2018). This means that GWPH gained access before the UK created a legal 

route to CMP in its legislation. I will argue that since the EU directive pointed out that 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Class B drug: Misuse of Drugs Act Schedule 2 
3 Class C drug: Misuse of Drugs Act Schedule 3 
4 Schedule 1 drugs (Class A) are drugs or other substances that have a high potential for abuse 
5 The General Medical Council is a public organisation that protects patients and improve medical education and 
practise within the United Kingdom 
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cannabis-based medicines could apply for a MMA, this was something the UK had to adjust 

to since it was noted in the Directive (emcdda.europa.eu, 2002). Drawing on this, I will argue 

that UK did not counter the EU Directive as the MHRA approved GWPH’s medicine in 2010 

but neither did the country change legislation before GWPH applied (politics.co.uk, 2011).  

There are exactly 17 years between the EU Directive and the implementation of the definition 

of cannabis-based medicine in the UK. It is difficult to argue whether the adjustment is high 

or low since the directive is ‘’vaguely phrased’’. However, I will argue that the long process 

in the UK has resulted in a longer process for GWPH to sell market its medicine. 

 

7.2.2 Second proposition 

In their second proposition, Héritier et al. (2001) argue that when national policies differ from 

specified European policies, member states are under pressure to adjust. Furthermore, when 

there is a difference between European policy demand and pre-existing national policies and 

when preferences of key actors are similar to European goals, it depends on each member 

states’ reform capacity, meaning; the member states’ ability in terms of integrated political 

leadership.  

As a starting point to their second proposition of whether there is a difference between 

national and the EU Directive, I will argue that there is not. But if I look at the legislation 

towards cannabis, it is clear to see that the current UK classification B do not consider 

cannabis a medicinal drug or have any medicinal value even though the Directive stated that 

any substance with medicinal benefits can be considered a medicine (emcdda.europa.eu, 

2002). As to the next point of whether the preferences of key actors are similar to European 

goals I will argue, that they are similar. This is based on the fact that the British public’s 

interest is growing as well as more and more members of parliament are backing up legalising 

cannabis. A survey conducted by Populus showed that 61% of MP’s strongly support or 

somewhat support the legalisation of cannabis for medical use (populous.co.uk, 2018). In this 

field, GWPH is also considered a key actor, which is reflected in its several applications for 

licenses and CMP products.  
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Crispin Blunt is one British Conservative Party politician who has for a long time pushed for 

more liberal laws. He stated in an article from the Telegraph that ‘Cannabis will be legalised 

within five years’ (telegraph.co.uk, 2019). In a speech to the House of Commons, Blunt said 

that the UK should try to take a ‘’decent slug of the global market in cannabis’’ and added, 

“The public benefit from the United Kingdom pushing on with the science and supporting 

research could be huge,” (thetelegraph.co.uk, 2019). In September 2018 he founded the 

Conservative Drug Policy Reform Group (CDPRG) to push for a government review into 

policy on medicinal and recreational cannabis in the UK. The CDPRG is now owned by 

investors and raised approximately £400,000 in February 2019. In addition to this, he stated 

‘’I'm the first Conservative to be the co-chair of the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Drug 

Policy Reform, and it reflects the fact that this conversation is now coming into the 

mainstream of politics.’’ (telegraph.co.uk, 2019).  

 

Based on the European Parliament’s motion for resolution and the statement arguing that 

cannabis will be legalised within five years, I would argue that the preferences of key actors 

are indeed similar to European goals. This leads to the last point of the second proposition 

arguing that the change depends on the reform capacity.  

 

7.2.3 Third proposition 

	  
In relation to their third proposition, the reform capacity depends on whether there are few or 

many formal or factual veto positions. Héritier et al. (2001) mention that the UK has a high 

reform capacity due to its strong integrated political leadership. This is difficult to verify in 

this case as the government first created a legal route to prescribing cannabis-based medicines 

in 2018. The fact that Héritier et al. (2001) argue that the UK has a high reform capacity gives 

me the opportunity to discuss that the Directive gives much space for individual interpretation 

at the domestic level. This would then confirm that the reform capacity is high in the UK and 

that the need for adjustment has simply not required adjustment to include CMP in legislation.  

 

In terms of specifically making a change in legislation for CMP, the UK defined ‘’cannabis-

based medicines in humans’’ 17 years later than the EU Directive. Moreover, another 

argument pointing out the slow process towards CMP legislation is seen in a statement by 
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Scottish Liberal Democrat Christine Jardine. She states in an article from the Independent: 

‘’What we need are drug laws that are based on what works, backed up by rigorous scientific 

evidence, not just laws that sound tough.’’ (Independent.co.uk, 2019). She further states ‘’And 

while none of us would want to see medicines freely available that have not been checked for 

their side effects or long-term safety, why, when precisely those drugs at the centre of the 

issue are available in Germany, Holland and some US states, is that medical evidence 

apparently not sufficient for us?‘’ Besides addressing the slow process in the UK, she states 

that loosening laws that happened last year on cannabis was profound but more must be done 

to make it a lasting impact (Independent.co.uk, 2019). Héritier et al. argue that time is an 

important dimension that must be considered in the analysis of the EU’s impact on national 

policymaking (Héritier et al, 2001). This on the other hand could point out that the reform 

capacity is low given the fact that GWPH was granted a license in 2010 (politics.co.uk, 2011) 

and a legal route to CMP was created 17 years later.  

 

7.2.4 Fourth proposition 

The fourth and last proposition is that, if national policies are congruent with European and 

additionally have moved beyond the European requirements to the following policy stage, 

then EC legislation may strengthen forces supporting this new policy (Héritier et al, 2001). In 

this analysis, I will argue that since a legal route to CMP was created and a definition of CMP 

was made, the European Parliament’s motion for a resolution can be viewed as the EU taking 

more action to urge member states to set common CMP regulations.  

The following timeline illustrates roughly the development of cannabis legislation in the UK 

compared to the EU’s Directive, initiatives and recommendations.  

To sum up the four propositions in the UK, the analysis showed that GWPH applied for a 

MMA in 2003 when the directive enabled this in 2001. The MHRA granted the company the 

license in 2010 (politics.co.uk, 2011). I argue that the adjustment to the EU directive was low 

since it is ‘’vaguely phrased’’. It is also a low reform capacity since the directive enabled the 

possibility to apply in 2001 and the UK granted the agreement 9 years later. The directive did 

not mention CMP or provide guidelines for CMP, which meant that each country decides its 

legislation on CMP. With concern to the UK, this showed that the country did not change its 
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legislation before 2018 where the term CMP was also introduced. This shows a low 

adjustment to the directive. But again, it is difficult to point out a low adjustment when the 

directive is ‘’vaguely phrased’’. In 2018 there was created a legal route to CMP in the UK 

which can be a result of the EMCCDA report from 2018 and the European Parliaments 

motion that pointed out that member states must improve equal access to CMP 

(europarl.europa.eu, 2019). In 2018 the legislation in the UK created a legal route to CMP, 

which allowed doctors to prescribe the medicine (gov.uk, 2018). Therefore, I will argue that 

the change in UK law in 2018 showed adjustment to EU initiatives and recommendations. In 

some way, this shows that there is an adjustment to the EU initiatives and recommendations 

that came in 2018 and 2019. This could indicate that the country providing a definition for 

CMP and created a legal route was made due to the EU recommendations and initiatives. The 

UK creating a legal route to CMP in 2018 can result in the EU creating common guidelines 

for all member states.  
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7.2.5 Timeline: UK legislation versus EU Directive, initiatives and recommendations  

 

 

 

 

7.3 The normative framework in Denmark  

7.3.1 First proposition 

	  
In Denmark, cannabis has been illegal since 1955. In 1997 politicians and doctors wanted to 

legalise cannabis as they argued that it did not possess more danger than tobacco and alcohol. 

However, the discussion did not reach any conclusions. In 2001 the legislation was tightened 

and reached a penalty that was four-doubled in 2007 (afkriminaliser.dk, 2019).  

 

1928: 
Class B (Schedule 2) 

2004: Class C 

2008: Class B (Schedule 
2) 

2011: License to market 
Sativex  

2018: Legal route to CMP  

2001: Directive 2001/83/
EEC 

2002: EMCCDDA report 

May 2018: EMCDDA 
report 

June	  	  2018: EMCDDA 
Report 

December 2018: 
EMCDDA Report 
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In 2011, the Danish Medicines Agency received an application from GWPH in order to gain 

permission to sell the product Sativex in Denmark. The same year Sativex was approved 

(dr.dk, 2018). Since then, it has been possible for doctors within neurology and 

neuromedicine to write prescriptions for Sativex to patients with multiple sclerosis who have 

not responded to other treatments sufficiently. Before Sativex could be approved by the 

Danish Medicines Agency, Minister of the Interior and Health, Bertel Haarder, had to change 

a notice in the legislation about euphoriant substances. This change opened op for the 

possibility to produce drugs with natural cannabis extract from the cannabis plant (dr.dk, 

2018).   

In terms of the first proposition and the Directive being ‘’vaguely phrased’’ the above-

mentioned information points out that the adjustment is low. The adjustment is low due to the 

fact that it was in 2001 that the Directive was implemented and Denmark changed a notice in 

the legislation in 2011. This marks a low adjustment in Denmark since it was 10 years after 

the implementation of the directive.  

 

7.3.2 Second proposition 

	  
In terms of the second proposition, I will argue that even though the Directive is ‘’vaguely 

phrased’’ the national legislation in Denmark differ which means that Denmark must adjust. 

The aspect of key actors having similar preferences as EU goals has a big impact in this field. 

This is due to the fact that even though the goals differ and the adjustment is low, there must 

still be an adjustment. I will argue that the reform capacity is low in the field of CMP since 

Denmark changed the legislation in 2011 when GWPH applied to market its medicine. The 

year that the Directive was initiated in 2001 was the same year that legislation on cannabis 

was strengthened in Denmark. Again, this can be justified by the fact that the unclear 

Directive results in a low adjustment which is assumed to be the reason for why the need for 

change is more ‘’inviting’’ than ‘’insisting’’ (Héritier et al., 2001). 

 

7.3.3 Third proposition 

Denmark is considered a centralised country (kl.dk, 2013). A decentralised government is 

usually an indication of few formal and factual veto positions (Héritier et al., 2001). I will 
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argue that in this context there are many formal and factual veto positions, which makes the 

adjustment low. Denmark changed the legislation in 2011 to allow GWPH to market Sativex, 

which is 10 years after the Directive was implemented. Based on this, I will argue that the 

reform capacity is low. Héritier et al. (2001) also points out that where there are many formal 

and factual veto positions and where there is no consensual capacity to establish a supportive 

coalition, the changes of adjustment is low. Putting this together with a recent study by the 

Danish newspaper Politiken and TV 26, 40% somewhat disagree or disagree that cannabis 

should be legalised whereas 39% somewhat agrees or agrees that cannabis should be 

legalised. Nonetheless, political parties in Denmark are also holding different opinions, as 

five parties believe cannabis should be legalised whereas four parties disagree (politiken.dk, 

2019). This information can be used to argue that the different opinions towards CMP are the 

reason for the low reform capacity. Therefore, I find it very important to take this into 

account.  

 

7.3.4 Fourth proposition 

	  
The process towards a more tolerant approach to CMP came to Denmark after 2011 (dr.dk, 

2016). In 2018 alone more than 2000 patients received a prescription for cannabis-based 

medicines (cannabisdanmark.dk, 2018).  

 

In January 2018, a four-year trial program was initiated (lægemiddelstyrelsen.dk, 2019. 

Treatment with medical cannabis became possible as doctors were given the right to prescribe 

cannabis-based medicines. The program extends from 2018-2022 and will be revaluated in 

2022 (cannabisdanmark.dk, 2018). The pilot program also paved the way for companies to 

apply for permission to grow and distribute cannabis-based medicines to Denmark and 

international markets (nordeainvestmagasinet.dk, 2018). This program is a big progress for 

CMP and can be viewed as a strong evidence for Denmark adjusting to EU initiatives and 

recommendations as presented in the EP’s motion (europarl.europa.eu, 2019) and the 

EMCDDA’s report (emcdda.europa.eu, 2018). It is important to distinguish between the 

difference of adjusting to the directive and to EU initiatives and recommendations.   

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 TV2 is a Danish public service TV station 
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To sum up their four propositions in Denmark, we have seen that it was in 2011 that GWPH 

received a licence to market GWPH’s medicine, Sativex. Before that, the country had to 

change a notice in legislation to allow this. This points out that the adjustment is low. This is 

seen since that the directive allowed applying for a MMA in 2001 whereas a notice in the 

Danish law was first changed in 2011 to adjust to this (dr.dk, 2018). This also points out that 

the reform capacity was low in terms of the amount of time it took to adjust. However one can 

argue whether this adjustment is low since Denmark was able to change legislation within a 

year to allow GWPH to market the product. But if I only consider the adjustment to the 

directive, adjustment is in fact low. The change in legislation also opened up for patients to 

receive cannabis-based medicines with a prescription in 2014. In 2018 a four-year pilot 

program made it possible to research on cannabis and for companies to receive authorisation 

to research in Denmark (nordeainvestmagasinet.dk, 2018). This shows that after GWPH 

applied to the Danish Medicines Agency, a big CMP initiative was sparked off in Denmark. 

The table on the next page illustrates the development in Denmark versus the EU.  
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7.3.5 Timeline: DK legislation versus EU Directive, initiatives and recommendations 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

1955: 
Cannabis	  is	  illegal 

2001: Cannabis legislation 
tightened 

2007: Penalty	  for	  cannabis	  
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2011: Change in law: License 
to market Sativex  

2018: Pilot	  program	  for	  
medical	  cannabis  

2001: Directive 2001/83/EEC 

2002: EMCCDDA report 

May 2018: EMCDDA report 

June	  	  2018: EMCDDA 
Report 

December 2018: EMCDDA 
Report 
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7.4 The normative framework in Spain 

7.4.1 First proposition 

	  
Spain is rather complex to analyse in terms of its current legislation. Spain has for a long time 

pursued a relatively tolerant approach to cannabis. In the international treaties established by 

the United Nations Single Convention in 1961 on Narcotic Drugs Spain classified cannabis as 

a narcotic drug in 1967 (elpais.com, 2019). Cannabis was deemed to be as dangerous as 

heroin. In spite of this, the classification did not prevent the production, manufacture, import, 

export, trade, use and possession of cannabis as long as it is carried out for ’medical and 

scientific purposes’ (cannabis-med.org, 2018). This makes Spain a different case than the UK 

and Denmark, as Spain has some of the world’s most active research groups looking into 

cannabis. Moreover, Spanish law has typically been interpreted in a way that permits private 

cultivation of cannabis for personal use (transformdrugs.org, 2018). The government has not 

shown the slightest need to regulate the drug and there has not been significant pressure on 

politicians either. Consuming cannabis remains the most frequently broken law in Spain 

(Elpais.com, 2019).  

 

In terms of looking at their first proposition applied to Spain, one can argue that there is no 

difference between the EU directive and Spanish legislation. This is based on the fact that in 

2001 the first CSC 7  was founded and today there are many self-regulating CSC’s 

(transformdrugs.org, 2018). This is the same year that the EU Directive was initiated. As 

Héritier et al. (2001) argue, if there is a high degree of congruence, then the need for change 

is more ‘’inviting’’ than ‘’insisting’’ and since Spain has a more tolerant approach to CMP 

one can argue that there is a more inviting need for adjustment. It is difficult to argue how 

much the country has adjusted its legal framework to the EU Directive given the fact that the 

country has for many years been known for having a cannabis culture (cannalawblog, 2019). 

Furthermore, since the legislation in Spain has never been unpermitted for ’medical and 

scientific purposes’, which indicates that Spain would have a more tolerant approach to CMP 

independently of the EU Directive. Even though there is a more ‘’inviting’’ need for 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7	  Cannabis social clubs are private, non-profit organisations in which cannabis is collectively grown and 
distributed to registered members (transformdrugs.org, 2019) 
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adjustment, it is seen that the developments within the field of CMP have progressed in Spain 

as the district Catalonia has initiated a medical cannabis program in 2005 with the purpose to 

research the side effects, benefits and potential uses in the medical field 

(marijuanadoctors.com, 2018). Secondly, the EU directive was initiated four years before the 

medical cannabis program, which shows a time difference, which is why I assume there is an 

adjustment. In general, Spain shows a complex picture, as the prosecution of cannabis-related 

issues is dependent on the individual interpretation of the authorities (elpais.com, 2019). 

Again, I find it very important to bear in mind that the ‘’inviting’’ adjustment is just as much 

due to the already existing cannabis culture.  

 

7.4.2 Second proposition 

	  
I argue in their first proposition that Spain’s legislation does not differ from EU goals. This 

shows that there is no mismatch (Héritier et al., 2001) between the EU Directive and Spanish 

legislation. In terms of the already existing cannabis culture and the fact that research of 

cannabis was possible in 2005 (marijuanadoctors.com, 2018), there is no mismatch between 

Spain and the directive. This means that there is no need for adjustment. It must be considered 

that Spanish congruence with the EU Directive is a result of other factors than the Directive. 

For instance, the adjustment can be a result of the cannabis culture in the country 

(cannalawblog, 2019). That is also why it is difficult to point at either a low or high 

adjustment. Therefore, I will argue that even though there was no need for adjustment, Spain 

still provided initiatives such as initiating the research program in 2005 

(marijuanadoctors.com, 2018).  

 

7.4.3 Third proposition 

	  
Héritier et al. (2001) argue that the reform capacity depends on for instance whether there are 

few formal or factual veto positions. As mentioned before, Héritier et al. (2001) argue that 

this is, for instance, seen if the country is decentralised or centralised. Spain has several 

autonomous parliaments and municipalities. Given the fact that the cannabis culture varies 

from across the country, the reform capacity also varies (cannalawblog, 2019). As mentioned 

before, Spain has not disallowed the research of cannabis but the research program from 
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2005, which indicates that the country provided guidelines for CMP (marijuanadoctors.com, 

2018). This shows that Spain has adjusted to the directive.  

 

7.4.4 Fourth proposition 

	  
In 2017, the Parliament of Catalonia approved by 118 votes in favour of a new law that 

establishes legal standards for cannabis clubs. The law is intended to regulate the therapeutic 

and recreational uses of cannabis as a way to improve public health standards while arguing 

this will reduce the illegal market and tourism of cannabis (cannalawblog.com, 2017).  

Furthermore, a report by lawyer Nadja Vietz from the law firm Harris Bricken, states that 

Barcelona particularly is a major European cannabis hub (cannalawblog.com, 2017) and that 

Spain is one of the most cannabis-friendly countries in Europe (cannalawblog.com, 2016). 

Carola Pérez, the director of Dos Emociones8, an organisation in Spain fighting for the 

legalisation of CMP, explains that today, 84 per cent of the Spanish population are in favour 

of regulating CMP whereas in 2014 the number was 50 per cent (healtheurope.eu, 2019). This 

indicates that from 2014 to 2019, the discussion in Spain has reached a place where the 

Spanish population wants clear guidelines for CMP. This could point out that Spain has 

considered the European Parliaments motion and recommendations from the EMCCDA 

report that pointed out that each member state must provide clear guidelines on CMP and 

work together in the process. The fact that 84 per cent of the Spanish population being in 

favour of clear guidelines for CMP is an indication that Spain is getting closer to reaching EU 

requirements. Hereby the EC can strengthen legislation to support new policy (Héritier et al. 

(2001). The following page illustrates the timeline with Spanish legislation versus the EU 

Directive, initiatives and recommendations. 

 

Applying the four propositions on Spain showed that is a rather complex case. The more 

tolerant approach towards CMP in Spain points out that the adjustment is more ‘’inviting’’ 

than ‘’insisting’’ since there is no mismatch between EU directive and the Spanish 

framework. It can be seen that the Directive 2001 changed a definition that made it possible to 

perceive cannabis as medicine if the medicine had therapeutic benefits. After this, Spain 

initiated a research program in 2005 that allowed research of CMP. Therefore I assume that 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8	  Dos Emociones is an organisation in Spain fighting for regulation of CMP	  
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there is no mismatch between EU and Spanish goals and despite this, Spain adapted quickly 

by initiating the program in 2005. Today, 84 per cent of the Spanish population are in favour 

of regulating CMP which a huge step towards clear guidelines for CMP.  

 

7.4.5 Timeline: ES legislation versus EU Directive, initiatives and recommendations 
	  

	  

 

 

1967: Cannabis is classified as a 
narcotic drug 

2001: First Cannabis Social Club 
established 

2005: Medical cannabis program 
initiated  

2011: License to GWPH granted to 
prescribe Sativex 

2018: Pilot program for medical 
cannabis  

2001: Directive 2001/83/EEC 

2002: EMCCDDA report 

May 2018: EMCDDA report 

June	  	  2018: EMCDDA Report 

December 2018: EMCDDA Report 
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7.5 Comparing the UK, Denmark, and Spain 

	  
The four propositions by Héritier et al. (2001) have proven to provide an efficient framework 

to analyse the EU’s impact on the UK, Denmark and Spain. Moreover, the framework has 

illustrated the process towards more common guidelines for CMP in each member state. 

Table 7.2.1 illustrates the process in each country compared to the EU. I took a stand and 

argued that the EU Directive is ‘’vaguely phrased’’. The first proposition resulted in arguing 

that there is a difference between EU goals and national goals in the UK and Denmark. This 

was not the case with Spain. When the directive was initiated in 2001 Spain already had 

legislation that do not prevent the production, manufacture, import, export, trade, use and 

possession of cannabis as long as it is carried out for ’medical and scientific purposes’ 

(cannabis-med.org, 2018).  

 

Héritier et al. (2001) argue that the dimension of time is important to consider. The element of 

time becomes evident and is the biggest difference when comparing the process between all 

three countries. It can be stated that each country has in someway adjusted to the directive as 

seen in the table but the process has ben differential. Both the UK and Denmark has shown 

low adjustment and a low reform capacity. In Spain, there was no need for adjustment but 

given the fact that different initiatives as a research program for CMP in 2005, it can be said 

that the reform capacity was high (marijuanadoctors.com, 2018). When that it said, I can also 

argue that it is difficult to argue whether the reform capacity in Spain is high due to the 

already existing cannabis culture and legislation. How much did the country even adjust when 

research was never illegal and Spain did not differ from EU goals? Therefore, in a general 

sense looking at the government structure and the fact that Spain made it legal to do research 

in the field of CMP four years after the Directive, then yes: the reform capacity is high.  

What makes the difference between the CMP discussion in the UK and Denmark is the 

amount of initiatives. Both countries have followed the same stages of progress towards CMP 

but Denmark has engaged in more initiatives. In the same year when Denmark initiated a 

four-year program in 2018 (lægemiddelstyrelsen.dk, 2019, the UK changed cannabis from a 

schedule 2 to schedule 1 drug (gov.uk, 2018), which created a legal route to CMP. This shows 

that both countries have adjusted but with Denmark engaging in more initiatives.  
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If the adjustment to EU goals were a race, Spain would win. On the basis of this, the EU’s 

impact is differential on each country.  

This analysis of each country has shown that there are a lot of national barriers that must be 

considered by a company before entering a country. This is especially the case since there are 

no common ground rules on EU level for CMP. Therefore, it becomes very difficult for the 

company to access markets without any restraints. Héritier et al., (2001) states that the EU’s 

impact is differential. This can be confirmed in this case. It is clear to see that each country is 

impacted differently. The fact that the EU directive was open to interpretation meant that 

countries had different interpretations and the process to reaching EU goals showed different 

processes. This is also stated in the report published by the EU and the motion for a resolution 

that points the difficulty that results in guidelines rules in the market.  In terms of each 

country, I can see that GWPH had a lot of work to do before being able to operate in the 

member states.  

Therefore, it makes great sense that GWPH has chosen to engage in a strategic alliance with a 

Spanish pharmaceutical company in 2005 (gwpharm.co.uk, 2005). The more adjusted and 

inviting framework conditions in Spain and the cannabis culture can be the main reason for 

GWPH to choose Spain. To strengthen this point, the next section will by the concept of 

country specialisation provide stronger support of evidence as to why GWPH chose to engage 

in an alliance with a Spanish firm.   
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7.5.1 Timeline: UK, DK, and ES legislation versus EU Directive, initiatives and 

recommendations 

 

The UK 

1928: Class B 
(Schedule 2) 

2004: Class C 

2008: Class B 
(Schedule 2) 

2011: License to 
market Sativex  

2018: Legal route to 
CMP  

DENMARK 

1955: Cannabis is 
illegal 

2001: Cannabis 
legislation tightened 

2007: Penalty	  four-‐
doubled	   

2011: License 
granted to GWPH 

SPAIN 

1967: Cannabis: 
narcotic drug 

2001: First Cannabis 
Social Club founded 

2005: Medical 
cannabis program   

2011: License 
granted to GWPH 

2018: Pilot program  

THE EU 

2001: Directive 
2001/83/EEC 

2002: EMCCDDA 
report 

May 2018: 
EMCDDA report 

June	  	  2018: 
EMCDDA Report 

December 2018: 
EMCDDA Report 
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7.6 Country and company specialisation 

To be able to define a company as specialised within a sector, Lynch (1994) argues that we 

must look at the number of leading companies that are placed in the sector. In the same way, 

companies specialise in production, R&D or certain capabilities, resources, products or 

services that may lead to market dominance and specialisation due to the activities in the 

country.  

Richard Lynch (1994) argues that country and company specialisation go hand in hand. He 

analyses whether or not a country is specialised by looking at the list of leading companies in 

the world in terms of sales revenue that are placed in the country (lynch, 1994). The amount 

of companies in the country in a specific sector is resulting in the country being specialised 

(Lynch, 1994). This section will account for the overall pharmaceutical industry in order to 

argue whether or not Denmark and Spain are considered specialised countries. This analysis 

will help confirm or disconfirm whether or not GWPH’s choice of market has something to 

do with the country being specialised.  

A study by EFPIA looks at the cost of research and development carried out in Europe within 

the pharmaceutical industry. It points out that Denmark spent €1,497 million and Spain spent 

€ 1,104 million on research and development. This information also places Denmark among 

the top ten spenders and Spain the 11th highest spender in research and development. This 

information complements the fact that Denmark is a member state known for being a world 

leader in conducting clinical trials (investindk.com, 2019). Denmark is the number one in 

Europe for conducting the most clinical trials in Europe if it is calculated per capita 

(investindk.dk, 2018). The medical and health sciences in Denmark are the most prioritised 

and account for more than a third of all public investments (investindk.dk, 2018). In terms of 

pharmaceutical production, the two countries are among the 8 highest spenders in the EU and 

together spend more than € 51,000 million (efpia.eu, 2018).  

Furthermore, if we look at the pharmaceutical market value between European countries, the 

pharmaceutical market in 2017 in Denmark valued around €2,58 billion and Spain valued € 

16 billion (statistia.com, 2017). Besides Denmark, Spain is known for holding a strong 

position in the world for its life science sector (espanaglobal.gob.es, 2017. Also, its 

biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries are two of the most competitive and fastest-
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growing emerging sectors in the world (espanaglobal.gob.es, 2017). Among the top 50 

pharmaceutical companies in the world, one of the companies is Danish and one is Spanish. 

Given the fact that these numbers are in the world and not just in Europe, there are significant 

numbers, especially since 19 of the 50 companies are European. As mentioned before, Lynch 

(1994) argues that a specialised country is defined by the number of companies operating in 

the country meaning the amount of activity that takes place. In this regard, it can be concluded 

that both Denmark and Spain provide advantageous business and research environments. This 

together provides evidence enough to apply the definition of country specialisation within 

pharmaceuticals to each of the two countries. This gives the chance to eliminate the fact that 

country specialisation can be the main reason behind GWPH engaging in a strategic alliance 

with a Spanish firm given the fact that both countries have favourable environments in the 

pharmaceutical sector. The next section will look at how the company chose to diversify its 

operations given the fact that they are both possible locations.  

 

7.7 GWPH’s strategy in Denmark 

Internationalisation is the process of increasing involvement in international business 

activities (Welch and Loustarinem: 1988 in Elena Horská et al., 2014). This section will 

investigate why GWPH’s involvement in Denmark is limited.  

Since Denmark approved Sativex in 2011 (dr.dk, 2018) it became possible for Almirall to 

market Sativex in Denmark. More about the cooperation with Almirall will be discussed in 

section 7.8. GWPH did not choose to engage in any form of FDI or engage in an alliance with 

a Danish firm. This can be a result of what Lynch (1994) defines as approaching a market 

head-on. I would argue that GWPH’s drugs are niche products, which means that if GWPH 

had chosen Denmark, the company would have had to compete with the Danish firm 

Lundbeck. The company Lundbeck produces a drug that is considered a rival to GWPH’s 

drugs (medwatch.dk, 2018). This could indicate that Spain would suit better in terms of 

avoiding competition. However, it is still important to consider that if I consider the 

competition in Denmark, I must also consider CSC’s in Spain since they can also be 

considered a threat. Richard Lynch (1994) argues that a company within a sector that want to 

expand to a specialised country should avoid hitting these markets head-on (Lynch, 1994). 
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This can indicate that Denmark was not chosen due to the competition in specialised countries 

will be tougher due to the number of companies in the market (Lynch, 1994).  

The five most common entry modes are examples of ways to enter a market. FDI requires 

GWPH to engage in a substantial recourse commitment in a foreign country (Cavusgil, 

Knight, & Riesenberger, 2016). This can be by setting up an affiliate. GWPH could choose to 

do this in Denmark given that Denmark provides great opportunities to conduct research. 

Since this requires a lot of resources, it makes sense that this is not a preferred choice of entry 

mode. It is also understandable, given the fact that GWPH’s products are fairly new and 

licences are received recently. If we look at the stage GWPH has reached the last couple of 

years, it can be seen that in 2009 sales reached €1,8, in 2010 sales reached €3 million and in 

2017 sales reached approximately €9 million. This shows that GWPH has made sales 

increase, yet points out that the revenue might not have reached enough to establish a 

subsidiary in Denmark or in Spain.  

Until now, it has been clear that the normative frameworks impacted the company differently. 

Spain has a more tolerant approach to CMP, which is for instance seen by the research 

program initiated in 2005 that allowed more research on CMP (marijuanadoctors.com, 2018). 

In terms of county and company specialisation, it is seen that both countries are favourable. 

Since both countries are favourable, it supports my argument that national barriers are the 

main impact in the field of CMP. One of the disadvantages of FDI could be the national 

legislation creating restrictions, which again points out that Spain was most suitable. In this 

context, the next section will strengthen these arguments by looking at the strategic alliance 

with the Spanish firm Almirall. 

 

7.8 Strategic alliance with Spanish company Almirall 

A strategic alliance involves sharing resources to accomplish a specific and mutually 

beneficial project (investiopedia.com, 2019). In 2005, GWPH signed a licence agreement 

with Almirall for the exclusive marketing rights of Sativex in Europe excluding its home-

market the UK (Gwpharm.co.uk, 2012).  
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Almirall, the Spanish based company is engaged in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals. The 

company focuses on the development and marketing of drugs applied in therapeutic areas 

such as nervous system, dermatological, gastrointestinal and respiratory system (reuters.com, 

2019). The company is Spain’s largest pharmaceutical company headquartered in Barcelona, 

Spain. The company’s products are present in over 70 countries and have a direct presence in 

Europe and Latin America through 12 affiliates (Gwpharm.co.uk, 2019) In 2005, the sales 

approaching 1 billion euros (Gwpharm.co.uk, 2005).  

As mentioned before, strategic alliances are a common way to engage in R&D especially 

within the pharmaceutical industry (Robinson and Stuart, 2007). Given that GWPH is a 

company still conducting trials on CMP, a strategic alliance with a resourceful company is an 

advantage that can provide shared knowledge on the further development in clinical trials and 

provide strong R&D possibilities (Robinson and Stuart, 2007). GWPH benefits from financial 

support to conduct clinical trials for the development of new products (gwpharm.co.uk, 

2018). Almirall has more than 500 employees in the research and development team 

(gwpharm.co.uk, 2012). Besides Almirall having a large team, which GWPH can benefit 

from, Spain can possibly provide highly qualified researchers in the field of CMP since the 

normative framework for a long time has allowed research in the field. The Spanish company 

Almirall is focused on improving the wellbeing of patients in areas with unmet medical needs 

such as multiple sclerosis. Similarly, patients with multiple sclerosis use GWPH’s cannabis-

based product Sativex. Drawing upon this, both companies have an interest in developing 

medicines for the same disorder (almirall.com, 2019).  

 

The choice to engage in strategic alliances is often due to a specific challenge that the 

company face. The external drivers are most often joint commercialisation, market access and 

access to assets (deloitte.com, 2014). This again points at why GWPH must have chosen to 

engage in a strategic alliance to gain knowledge, market access to Europe through Almirall 

and to receive financial support from a larger company. This is also evident as engaging in 

alliances can bring firms significant resource beyond its own capabilities (Byrne, 1993 in 

(McCutchen Jr. & Swamidass, 2004). 

 

In the strategic alliance with Almirall, GWPH maintains a significant share of long-term 

product revenue and benefited from a £12 million signature fee. Almirall stated in 2005 that 
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the company was to invest 650 million euros in R&D over the next five years. This creates an 

enormous advantage for GWPH and points to the advantages of engaging in an alliance with 

the firm.  

 

The European Commission adopted a decision addressed to GWPH. The decision meant that 

GWPH’s medicine Sativex was entered into the Community Register of Orphan Medicinal 

Products as a medicinal product for the treatment of glioma (ec.europa.eu, 2016).  In other 

words, this means that Sativex is approved through the centralised procedure (see section 

6.4). The centralised procedure allows the marketing of medicine based on an EU-wide 

assessment and marketing authorisation that is valid throughout the EU. Hence it became 

possible from 2016 for GWPH to market its product throughout the EU. Before that, GWPH 

had to apply for a right to market the product in each country to market its cannabis-based 

medicines. This is restraining the company’s operations and changes to market the product 

and increase revenue. As mentioned in the findings and the analysis, the different perspectives 

and legislation on CMP in each member state provided a complex situation for GWPH. The 

company had to go through many administrative procedures preventing the company from 

selling its medicine. Now that the decision was implemented, the restraints are removed. As 

mentioned before, GWPH’s revenue has increased from €3 million in 2010 to approximately 

€9 million in 2017. This can be a result of receiving the required licenses and through the 

decision allowing to market throughout the EU.  

 

To sum up, both Spain and Denmark fit into the definition of country specialisation. This 

showed that both Denmark and Spain are possible locations for GWPH. It is concluded that 

GWPH’s operations are limited in Denmark as there is no physical presence. The company 

has instead chosen to use exporting as an entry mode by giving Almirall the right to market 

Sativex in Denmark (gwpharm.co.uk, 2012). This also eliminates the fact that GWPH must 

have chosen Spain over Denmark due to country specialisation given the fact they are both 

specialised in the pharmaceutical sector.  
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8. Discussing the applied theories and concepts 
	  
The four propositions by Heritier et al. (2001) was a useful framework in many ways. Below, 

I have listed all the advantages and disadvantages that occurred by applying them in the 

analysis. 

 

1. Héritier et al.’s (2001) propositions follow a step-by-step path to analyse the normative 

framework on CMP in each country. This helped me identify relevant data to conduct the 

analysis. However, the complex situation in the EU and each member state with CMP created 

too many possibilities to discuss the data from many perspectives. This resulted in a less 

structured path.  

 

2. The propositions made it possible for me to compare each country. This created a 

perspective on why GWPH must have chosen a diversified strategy in each country.  

 

3. The propositions look at whether there is a difference between EU and national goals. This 

meant that I had to collect data on past legislation, current legislation and initiatives for future 

legislation. The collected data also helped me structure the information from the framework in 

each country to current initiatives in the field of CMP.  

 

4. The fourth proposition points out that when member states move beyond EU requirements, 

the EU can strengthen forces. This made it possible to see what is currently discussed in each 

country in the field of CMP. This helped me reflect on what the EU initiatives and 

recommendations mean for GWPH and how GWPH’s medicines can have impacted the 

opinions of CMP in Europe.  

 

After conducting the analysis, I asked myself: What could I have done differently in terms of 

the chosen countries? To this, my thoughts are listed below.  

1. Instead of using the four propositions by Héritier et al. (2001) and looking at both national 

frameworks and the EU, I could have limited myself to focus on the EU as a market. Hence, I 

would only examine the directive, initiatives, and, recommendations and how they limited the 

company. However, this would not be possible in this field since the normative framework in 
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each country differ. It would be possible if it were a different field where there were clear 

guidelines and congruence between EU and domestic goals.  

2. I could have gone much more into detail if I had focused to conduct the analysis by looking 

at one country rather than three. However, that would not have made it possible to compare 

and discuss what exactly is the reason for GWPH choosing Spain choosing a different 

strategy in Spain and Denmark. The concept of country and company specialisation showed 

that both countries possess great opportunities, strong and specialised sectors, and inviting 

normative frameworks. Without comparing the countries, it would not be possible to test the 

hypothesis and address the motives behind GWPH’s choice of entering Spain through a 

strategic alliance.  

3. Due to the fact that both Denmark and Spain are specialised countries, there were no 

dissimilarities in that context. In this regard, it was not possible to argue whether or not one 

country would be better suited than the other. However, I could use the fact that both 

countries are favourable to argue that it then must have been other factors that made GWPH 

choose a Spanish firm. As argued before, one of these strong indicators was the fact that 

Spain provided a more tolerant legal framework.  

 

9. Conclusion 
	  
In order to answer the research question, I analysed how the EU’s normative framework in the 

field of CMP impacts GWPH’S internationalisation strategy. In order to analyse this, I started 

by using Héritier et al.’s book Differential Europe from 2001 where they argue that the EU’s 

impact on national policymaking is differential. They present four propositions in the book 

that helped me identify the EU’s impact. By comparing the findings from each country, it is 

concluded that the normative framework in the UK, Denmark and Spain impacts GWPH 

differently. The EU Directive 2001/83/EEC of 6 November 2001 opened up for magistral and 

extemporaneous preparations of certain cannabinoids (emcdda.europa.eu, 2002). This meant 

that GWPH could apply for a MMA. The limit of the directive is the fact that it does not set 

any common guidelines on CMP in the EU. Consequently, GWPH had to apply for a license 
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to market its medicine in each member state. This resulted in a longer process to market 

GWPH’s medicine. GWPH received a licence from Denmark in 2011 (dr.dk, 2018) and a 

license in the UK in 2010 (politics.co.uk, 2011). Furthermore, Héritier et al.’s four 

propositions showed that Spain had more inviting and tolerant legislation towards CMP that 

allowed research of cannabis for scientific and medicinal purposes even before the directive. I 

hypothesised that the EU impacts GWPH’s internationalisation strategy, which results in a 

diversified strategy. This was confirmed. GWPH chose to engage in a strategic alliance with 

the Spanish firm Almirall in 2005. I conclude that this was based on the fact that each 

member state develops its legislation on CMP, where Spain has a more tolerant approach and 

allowed research on CMP for scientific and medicinal purposes before Denmark. To point out 

different perspectives of why GWPH must have chosen to engage in a strategic alliance with 

a Spanish firm, I applied the concept of country specialisation by Richard Lynch (1994). This 

identified that both Spain and Denmark are specialised countries. Therefore, this points out 

that it cannot be the main reason for GWPH engaging in a strategic alliance with a Spanish 

firm since both countries are specialised. By analysing GWPH’s entry to Spain through the 

strategic alliance, I found out that besides what the hypothesis confirmed, there was another 

important motive behind the choice of internationalisation to Spain. One of Almirall’s focus 

areas is the development of medicine for patients with multiple sclerosis. Similarly GWPH’s 

product Sativex is for the treatment of multiple sclerosis. This indicates that a mutual research 

area and interest was the reason behind the choice of engaging in a strategic alliance with a 

firm in Spain.  
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